
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

FEBRUARY 11, 2013 

MINUTES 

The Zoning Board of Appeals for the Town of Philipstown held a work 
session on Monday, October 15, 2012, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 
Main Street, Cold Spring, New York. The work session was opened by 
Vincent Cestone, Chairman, at 7:30 p.m. 

PRESENT: Vincent cesD RA~J:n 
Robert Dee - Member 
Bill Flaherty - Member 
Lenny Lim - Member 
Paula Clair - Member 
Dominic Cordisco - ZBA Council 
Tina Andress- Landolfi - Secretary 

ABSENT: None 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE WAS SAID 



Vincent Cestone- The first thing on the agenda is to review the minutes for 
both October and November. Are there any changes or corrections to the 
minutes? 

Lenny Lim- She spelled my name wrong. 

Paula Clair- I had a few grammatical things, but nothing you cant figure
 
out. should we correct them or not?
 

Vincent Cestone- I think so.
 

Paula Clair- OK
 

Vincent Cestone- I ma~~~::l1~~t~e sets of minutes as
 
submitted, plus the corrDI r'\.~rml
 

Lenny Lim- I will second.
 

Vincent Cestone - All those in favor?
 

ALL MEMBERS WERE IN FAVOR.
 

MINUTES APPROVED 

Vincent Cestone- The next item on the agenda is resolution number 877 
which was finalized awhile back, and tonight we want to read the 
resolution. Dominic if you could read up to the conditions we would 
appreciate it. 

Dominic Cordisco- Sure.This the Lausca matter. 

Resolution to be inserted 
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Vincent Cestone- Ok thats good. This resolution basically grants Lausca's 
request for voiding the Code Enforcement Officers violations. I make a 
motion to except it as submitted. Do I have a second? 

Board Member- Second 

Vincent Cestone- All those in favor? 

ALL MEMBERS WERE IN FAVOR 

Bill Flaherty- I would like to make a correction on page five of the 
interpretation seventh line. Change six food to six foot. 

Dominic Cordisco- YeO RAFT 
Vincent Cestone- Ok so let me redo the motion, and except it as 
amended. 

Bill Flaherty- I will second 

Vincent Cestone- All those in favor? 

ALL MEMBERS WERE IN FAVOR 

Vincent Cestone- OK. Roll call vote on granting the Lausca Appeal. 

Lenny Lim- Vote in Favor 

Robert Dee- Vote in Favor 

Bill Flaherty- Vote in Favor 

Paula Clair- Vote in Favor 

Vincent Cestone- So do I, unanimous. 
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Vincent Cestone- Ok, next item on the agenda is a review of 
completeness of appeal number 883, James Gleick. Does anyone on the 
Board have any issues with the appeal as submitted? 

Robert Dee- I just have a question. I see that the application says your 
going to cut a 85 foot radiation to cut the trees around this unit, or 84 foot 
circumference. Is that correct? 

Doug Passari- (Inaudible) some logging done first. 

Robert Dee- 1m sorry. 

Doug Passari- He is going to have some logging done first. They are going 
to remove some mature ~s~ t'}\n 'Fying to put the turbine in 

that location. U r-\..J-\ r I
 
Connor Kays-The 84 feet radius that you're looking at is actually the __ 
radius.That is the distance from the center of the tower to the inaudible. 
That entire area does not need to be cleared to put the wind turbine in. Just 
where the anchors are placed and around the base of the turbine. It will be 
up to Mr. Gleick exactly how many trees he is going to want to clear. We 
don't need that 84 foot radius (inaudible) 

Robert Dee- What do you need the logging for? A road to get in? 

Connor Kays-No. We don't need any road access. We just want to try and 
keep trees away from the guide cables, and the tower base its self. just in 
case a branch falls or a tree falls. 

Robert Dee-Do you have any idea how many trees roughly? 

Connor Kays-Usually it is less than ten. 

(inaudible) 

Vincent Cestone- Dominic do you have any issues with this application 
before we deem it complete? 
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Dominic Cordisco- No, I don't have any completeness issues, there a 
number of procedural considerations. 

Lenny Lim- Can we have your name? 

Connor Kays- Yes. Connor Kays, KAY S. 

Lenny Lim- And the gentlemen behind you? 

Connor Kays- We do have a copy of the deed and we do have an 
authorization letter from the customer giving us permission to talk about the 
application. 

Doug Passari -hands th~~e j(eetac~d letter of authorization. 

Vincent Cestone - Ok, iblr~~witl the review for 
completeness. we will deem it complete, then we will move on to the next 
item which is a public hearing on the same issue. If the applicant wishes to 
make a presentation, the floor is yours. 

Connor Kays- I know that the board is pretty familiar with the project at this 
point. I don't know if you guys can see this, but just to give you and idea. 
The turbine we are proposing is a 10 kw residential unit. The blades on the 
turbine are about 12 feet long, so about twice my height. The whole height 
of the turbine will be 140 feet. This is an overhead shot of the property. This 
is the customers driveway, home, and the red pin is the turbine location. 
We also have distance measurements here. The closest proximity to a 
property line is 200 feet. In all other directions we are farther away from 
property lines. Topographic map is a little tough to read from that distance 
probably, but this just shows that we are not on a ridge, so we are not 
sitting right over the top of a huge incline. There are higher elevations 
around the turbine, so it is not like we are sitting on top of a mountain. 
Other pictures, these are just pictures of the exact turbine that we are 
proposing that is a 140 foot guide tower. This one is a 120 foot height, it is 
a little shorter, but it does give you an idea of the size of the turbine 
compared to surrounding buildings and those types of things. It is a 
residential turbine. The entire height of the turbine itself is less than half of 
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what you would see on a commercial size turbine. It is considerably smaller 
than any of the large mega lot turbines you may have seen in commercial 
fields. 

Vincent Cestone- How many watts is it? 

Connor Kays- The turbine rated by the manufacturer is 10,000 watts. 
(inaudible) the state agency that dictates the grant rates it at 8.6 or 8,600 
watts. That is just a matter at what wind speed you decide to rate it at. 

Paula Clair- I have a question. In your document, I don't know what page 
because they are not numbered, there is a page that says Hudson Wind 
Energy, and it talks about the latitude, longitude and the elevation. I see an 
elevation of 720.80 feet. What is that? 

Connor Kays- 721? 0 RAFT
 
Vincent Cestone- That is the elevation above sea level. 720.8 

Paula Clair- Oh I see 

Connor Kays- That is the bottom of the turbine above sea level. We will be 
adding 140 feet to that. 

Paula Clair- Ok 

Connor Kays- That gives you a good idea at what we are looking to do. 
Just to give you some more reference as far as what t~lis turbine will look 
like compared to a commercial turbine, which most people are seeing. You 
probably have never noticed a Bergey if you have ever driven by one. They 
are not as unsightly as you think. This turbine is 140 feet tall. The 
commercial ones range from 300 to 400 feet up in the air. The ones that 
you can see from miles and miles away are four times as high as this 
turbine will be. In the sound and other draw backs you will hear with larger 
turbines (inaudible) this is extremely quiet compared to commercial turbine. 
We are not at a hub height high enough to impact bird flight. It is only a 
single turbine, it is not a field, so there is no turbulence issues with birds or 
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other things along those lines. Frankly we are just to low to mitigate any 
migration patterns. Birds will fly at that height, but we will not be in the way 
of any huge migratory patterns. For the turbine base we are going to run 
underground a minimum of 18 inches around 2 feet, 2 inch conduit for our 
wire run, and some small electrical boxes that will go at the residence to 
inner tie the unit. It is a great tied unit, so we are back feeding the 
customers grade and reducing their electric bill directly. This turbine will 
produce about 9600 kw hours a year. The customer uses about 20,000, so 
we are hoping to cut his bills in half with this turbine. It is all on sight 
production. If he produces extra in a given month, the utility company will 
bank that for him. They treat it just like roll over minutes, he can use it in a 
month when the wind is just not that good, so it is for all on sight 
production. I think that gives a pretty good idea of the project. The base if 
the tower is a 3x3 pad. The guide anchors will come out at an 84 foot 
radius.Those anchors 9r£0~~de~II their not disturbing 
much land at all, we don n a There wont be any 
drainage or other issues' e'. e w leave we are not disturbing 
much soil, and everything should be replaced. 

Vincent Cestone- Why the 140 feet height? 

Connor Kays- Tile 140 feet height is all about production. The taller the 
turbine is the more productive it is going to be. The heights from Bergey 
range from 68 and 140 feet in 20 foot intervals. If we were to put this 
turbine at 120 feet even one step down from where we are proposing, then 
we are losing about 50 percent of production. That has to do with the 
turbulence from the trees, just in general every 20 feet we go up we 
typically see anywhere from 1,000 to 2,000 kw hour per year increase in 
production. 

Vincent cestone- How come a turbine with blades as opposed to an axial 
type? 

Connor Kays- Axial turbines are very new, and so far very unproductive.1 
have not come across in the last six years anything near as productive as 
they are suppose to be. It is certainly not as productive as a horizontal 
access turbine. Some of the bigger ones out there is Urban Green has a 
decent vertical access turbine. The biggest one they have is a 4000 watt 
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unit, and you would be lucky to get 2000 kw hours out of it on the best site. 
They just are not there. The claims for vertical turbines are they can work 
with more turbulent winds, they just don't need as high of wind speeds to 
be productive, and the data just flat out has not shown that. They don't 
make them as big, and they are just flat out not as productive as a 
horizontal axis turbine. Bergey has been in business for about fifty years, 
this turbine has been prime tested, and it has very few moving parts. It is 
designed with a maintenance free perspective in mind, so we have been 
working with them for over five years now. They have turbines all over the 
world operating. The oldest one around is still kicking in the states, is fifty 
years old. 

Vincent Cestone- This generates DC? 

Connor Kays- This act~~1J\swriftcall a wild dc signal, so it 
is three phase signal th c t 'ne It is not a clean signal that 
comes off the turbine. 

Vincent Cestone - So it is very (inaudible) with the sixty hertz? 

Connor Kays- That is correct, Yes. It will go into the inverter, that will_ 
into dc, then back into a clean 240 volt dc. The inverter is extremely picky, 
it has to register the grid, and it basically pings the grid 0 a regular basis, 
and it has very low tolerances for hertz and voltage that needs to see from 
the grid. If there is a power surge or a power outage the inverter will 
automatically disconnect the turbine from the grid then it will continue to 
ping the grid until it continues to see that clean signal again. Once it see 
that signal it will wait five minutes, then it will turn the turbine back on to the 
grid. That is all per regulations with the utilities, every inverter 
whether it is wind or solar anything that is (inaudible) with the grid has to 
meet those test and certifications, and that five minute waiting rule. 

Vincent Cestone- They use AC because it is less maintenance on it? 

Connor Kays- The use AC in this state. Bergey uses AC just because they 
can transfer more juice, and they can deal with that noisy signal. 

Vincent Cestone- Yes, there is no brushes or anything like that. 
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Connor Kays- Exactly, it is a brushless permanent magnet turbine. The 
DC power you see on smaller turbines (inaudible) The AC just makes more 
since. 

Paula Clair- I have a question. This is more curiosity related more to this 
particular issue. If the power goes out, does the wind turbine continue to 
make electricity for the site? 

Connor Kays- It will not, no. 

Paula Clair- It will just go into the grid, and that is it? 

Connor Kays- Yes. It is a balancing act, so if the turbine is producing less 
than the customer is us~·th 'usDse!h less from the grid. If 
they are even then the c st r t ove. If they are producing 
more, then their meter t a I ckw ds. 

Paula Clair- I see. 

Connor Kays- In order to have backup power you need batteries, and 
different electronics, and from Bergey a different turbine that looks the 
same, but it is not. That turbine actually puts out DC, because it goes 
directly to a battery bank. They are much more expensive and maintenance 
heavy (inaudible) 

Lenny Lim- In the material package you gave us, they keep mentioning 
that 80 to 140 feet would be the the ideal height. 

Connor Kays- That is correct. 

Lenny Lim- Ok, then why not lower it? Why not go towards more the 80 
then the 140? 

Connor Kays- As I said before, I only have one copy, but you guys can 
pass it around. 

Lenny Lim- No we wont. I would like a copy for everybody. 
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Connor Kays- Ok. We will have to produce. 

Lenny Lim- We don't have time to stand hear and read and pass it down. 

Connor Kays- Ok, sorry. at 120 feet, so one step down from our proposed 
height, the estimated production is only 4600 kw hours. We would actually 
loose out on 50 percent of our production just by dropping down one tower 
height. 

Lenny Lim- Is 80 feet acceptable? Will he have the electricity that he 
needs for his property? 

Connor Kays- No, it wont be cost effective for him to do that. He is getting 

a grant from the state th£}SIbith!!ed production of the 
turbine.They give him th e f e s for every kw hour that we 
estimate he is going to . ey c es directly to the installer, 
so the customer does not have to pay anything. That grant can be upwards 
of fifty percent of the total cost of the project.For every kw we can produce 
or estimate we can produce, we get and extra three dollars and fifty cents 
from the state. 

Lenny Lim- That is an economical answer to the question. Can you 
produce as much power? 

Connor Kays- No. 

Lenny Lim- What can you do at eighty feet? 

Connor Kays- At eighty feet we are looking at, if you look on that. We are 
a 10k turbine, and the estimated production at the max end is 3200 kw 
hours. 

Lenny Lim- Is that sufficient for a single family dwelling? 

Connor Kays- No. Most single family dwellings use an average of 10,000 
kw hours per year. This particular residence uses twice that. If we were to 
go with an 80 foot height we would be producing less than 25 percent of 
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what they are utilizing. The grant would be 75 percent smaller. Turbine cost 
does not change a whole lot with height, so it just makes the project not 
feasible at that point. 

Vincent Cestone- The issue here is that this turbine is three or four times 
higher than our maximum height, so it is not insignificant. It is and issue. 

Connor Kays- Right, and we do understand that. It is tuff in this industry, 
because a lot of towns have height restrictions in that range. We honestly 
wont do turbines at those heights. Even at eighty feet, there is only one 
turbine I have done at eighty feet in the state, and it is located right on Lake 
Ontario. Other than that, you basically have to be at least at 100 feet, and a 
site like this where we have trees surrounding the area. In order to get 
enough production out of the turbine to be cost effective and useful we 
need to be above that h~. 

Robert Dee- The bladeU-RA,FT 
Connor Kays- That is correct. Eleven and a half feet. 

Robert Dee- So actually you are going above 140 feet with the blades. 

Connor Kays- Yes from tip to base you are at 152. 

Robert Dee- So it is 152 feet? 

Connor Kays- Yes, with the blade height up there. 

Bill Flaherty- Can these turbines withstand hurricane winds? 

Connor Kays- They can. 

Bill Flaherty- Without collapsing? 

Connor Kays- Yes. These are designed in Norman Oklahoma, which is 
tornado valley, they have a couple turbines that have gone through 
tornados and are still standing.They are not necessarily still operating, but 
they did not come down. They are rated to a 150 mph gust, and 100 mile 
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per hour steady winds.They can withstand a hurricane without coming 
down. We engineer them to be placed in the worse soil conditions possible, 
we engineer them to be put 0 a beach, so the foundations, the depths, the 
amount of concrete are well over designed for the typical soil conditions we 
find. 

Bill Flaherty- So you are saying they are extremely (inaudible) and 
impervious to heavy winds? 

Connor Kays- Absolutely, that is a huge design point for Bergey. 

Bill Flaherty- They are relatively quiet? 

Connor Kays- Yes, they are relatively quiet. We only add 1 to 6 decibels at 
a 200 feet distance (ina5bleaseOU~!Okat 32 decibels for 
someone to notice a diff re v h wi ds, you may if you are right 
on the property line, and bl I lose ou might hear a little buzz 
from them, but certainly not from outside of the property Iines.Again that 
would only be in extreme weather conditions, and would hear the weather 
more than the turbine itself in those types of weather conditions. 

Bill Flaherty- I have been to several sites where turbines were used, and I 
heard a whizzing sound constantly. 

Connor Kays- Sure, from large scale wind turbines. Large scale winds are 
much louder, they are much larger, they disturb a lot more winds. They can 
make some noise. You can be within 400 to 500 feet from those, and you 
will hear them. You also typically have a number of them in a small area, so 
that adds to the noise factor. 

Bill Flaherty- You don't think that will be a factor (inaudible) there are no 
neighbors relatively close to the site, so I don't think it will be disturbing. 

Connor Kays- Right. 

(inaudible) 
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Connor Kays- There are also trees that are going to deaden that noise. 
There a lot of factors that go in there. I would be shocked if anyone could 
hear t~lis from the property lines. Visually as well, I don't believe it is going 
to be noticeable from anywhere other than right on the property, roads 
neighbors, unless they walk right to the property line I don't think they will 
be able to see the turbine. Typically for wide open sites that are on a 
decent hill, you wont notice the turbine until you get to about three hundred 
feet of the property if you were driving down the road. With the trees, the 
setbacks from the roads, and other homes in the area, I don't think anyone 
would notice it is there. 

Vincent Cestone- You are not putting a monopole in the ground, you are 
putting a pole with guide wires on it? 

Connor Kays- It is a trifmlw~era~ideof the triangle is a 
foot, so it is a lattice stru tu n yes it will have guide 
cables that come from t r. r e thr e guide points, three 
different anchor points and each anchor point has three cables that come 
down to it. Those come from three different heights of the tower. 

Vincent Cestone- And Color? 

Connor Kays- Color, typically we propose the standard Bergey colors. 
Their standard is white and yellow. We do black blades, that is an 
environmental precaution they recommend ir the North East for snow 
melting purpose. I doubt you would ever see any snow or ice on these, but 
because Bergey recommends it, we typically do black blades.There are 
color options. We would need to discuss that with Mr. Gleick, but we do 
have the option to go gray, which blends in about as well as you can with 
the surrounding skyline. That is a no cost option if the board feels that is 
necessary. We try to stick to the Bergey yellow and white, but it is a small 
point in the long run for this. 

Robert Dee- You changed the application to 140 feet, but it is actually 152 
feet. 

Connor Kays- If that is how you guys want to look at it. I have towns that 
go both ways. Most of them look at hub height. 
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Robert Dee- I would rather it go to 152 feet, that is exactly what the height 
is going to be. 

Connor Kays- Ok 

Robert Dee- My other question is, in your presentation you have a warning 
high voltage label about five foot above grade. How much voltage would be 
there? 

Connor Kays- The turbine itself on the loud AC side can push up to 
around three hundred volts, so it is fairly high voltage. It is not a whole lot 
higher than what the standard voltage is. 

Robert Dee- are you 90~tove~yP"'S? If the kids get on the 
property is there going t b 0 it? It would be a danger to the 
kids, I mean kids are cu . 

Connor Kays-Sure 

Robert Dee- You know that when they get the word there is a wind turbine, 
you know that they are gonna go on the property. 

Connor Kays- As far as all the electrical things go, all the electrical is in 
conduit and protected. The disconnect to the base of the tower is locked, 
so there is no hazard of them getting into any electrical,unless they bring a 
sledge hammer and start smashing things. As far as climbing on the tower 
goes, they do make guards that can be placed, and also the with guide 
towers you can remove pegs up to ten or fifteen feet to prevent climbing. 
Either one of those precautions can be put into place. 

Bill Flaherty- Will there be any lighting at all? 

Connor Kays- No, there is no lighting proposed. 

(inaudible) Multiple conversations. 
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Connor Kays- Will not effect any nautical flying planes. We are well below 
that. The FAA will recommend lighting if we are up over 175 feet typically, 
and even then we have to be in the proximity of a airport, before they would 
recommend that. In this case we know that we are well below the 
threshold, if we are ever near an airport, we run the criteria through the 
FAA, and the only time they have ever recommended that is when it was 
next to an airport, and they did require lighting for that. 

Vincent Cestone- If you go to two hundred feet then you have to have 
lighting. 

Connor Kays- Yes, two hundred feet and up (inaudible) 

Vincent Cestone- Anymore questions from the board? 

Paula Clair- Yes. when J;\cIiil)sAfole:U*ouple of months ago, it 
was uncertain whether t~BiI9\ l)ea rlajor. 

Vincent Cestone- It is a major. 

Paula Clair- It is a major, ok. I guess my question is for our attorney. Do 
we have the latitude to approve a variance of this kind? You know, because 
the zoning law or the Town Law says forty feet. What kind of latitude do we 
have here? 

Dominic Cordisco- You have some latitude. To answer your question, 
maybe I can take a step back for a second. It was decided that it was a 
major application, and rightfully so. In order to meet a minor application 
criteria you have to meet all the requirements, including being no higher 
than forty feet, and this clearly is not. It triggers the major application 
portion of this. You are hearing this for the first time tonight, the actual real 
presentation. This is a multi step process, because first of all, once it 
triggers a height variance, they also have to obtain a special permit from 
this board. You are considering two things, they are both related, but they 
are two separate things.One is a variance for height, and the other is a 
special use permit. Special use permit is a permit issued by the board 
where you are deciding whether or not in essence the application and what 
they are proposing to do fits in with the surrounding community. I have a 
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number question in connection with that. I know that we have testimony 
tonight that there are no visual impacts, that there is no substantial noise 
impacts. In the materials that were submitted, it stated that the residence 
itself, the Gleick's residence, is listed as being 213 feet away. That is all 
fine and good for the Gleick's, because they are putting this tower up, and if 
they are impacted by the tower either by noise or by visual, it is there tower. 
I think you need to look at where the next nearest neighbor is. It is the 
neighbor that could be eventually impacted, but it goes even further than 
that. When you are granting special use permit, this board has to comply 
with the State Environment Review Act, so yo have the obligation under 
SEQR to evaluate the potential environmental impacts. That would include 
visual impacts, visual impacts from a scenic nature, all of those items are 
scenic, visual impacts, noise impacts, you even mentioned logging before. 
That is the kind of thing the board has to take the totality of those 

circumstances and evalfalwfihier~!heyare proposing to do 
has been minimized to te h'1 n t impose any significant 
environmental impacts. 1 ee 152 eet does not impose any 
significant environmental impacts that are significant, but you are not at the 
stage yet where you can make that decision in my opinion. You have not 
been presented with information yet that would allow you to make that kind 
of judgement call.That is not even the end of the process. Lets assume 
they can provide that kind of information, and the board is satisfied, and 
your questions are answered, and at the end of the process you grant the 
variance for 140 feet or 152 feet or whatever variance you grant, and you 
rant the special use permit that goes along with it. They then have to get 
site plan approval from the Planning Board as well. There are issues that 
the Planning Board might be focused on, and that might be safety of the 
tower, safety of the structural integrity of the tower to make sure it is on soil 
that is going to withstand the tension of having that tower on it. Make sure 
that the tower does not blow down, if it was to blow down, make sure it 
does not blow down on the house, or the neighbors property. Those are all 
site plan related issues, but they don't even get to answer in those, 
because they wouldn't be before the Planning Board until this board 
(inaudible) Those are some of my comments. 

Vincent Cestone- This would be measured on the five factors. 
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Dominic Cordisco- Correct, this would be a five factor test for an area 
variance, because what they are seeking is an area variance to go from 40 
feet to 152 feet. 

Vincent Cestone- As far as the SEQR part, do we have to declare 
ourselves lead agency? 

Dominic Cordisco- That is a good question. I have been thinking about 
that. You have two choices. You can circulate for lead agency, and that 
would mean that this board would become lead agency under SEQR, and 
the decisions you make under SEQR would be binding on any other board 
including the Planning Board. That is one way to do iLlt may be beneficial 
for the applicant to do that, in the sense that your looking at the special 
permit aspect of this, which is very similar to the SEQR in terms of the 
ultimate goal of SEQR. (fi\~) A 

Vincent Cestone- But tW~ke I'nning Boards hands if 
they wanted to make changes? 

Dominic Cordisco- It would, because the Planning Board would be bound 
by whatever SEQR determination that you made. The other way to do it 
would not to circulate for lead agency. You still have an obligation to 
complete SEQR, but if and when the application goes to the Planning 
Board, then the Planning Board would also have to complete its own SEQR 
review in connection with the application. Theoretically they could have 
their own issues with SEQR environmental impacts, such as noise or visual 
impacts, so it is bit of a conundrum. 

Connor Kays- Just to interject a little bit on the SEQR. We (inaudible) 
State grants (inaudible) a separate board decides to pick that up. Typically 
the SEQR itself is negligible. A lot of the SEQR has to do with soil. The only 
thing we have is visual and noise. If neither board wants to do it then __ 
will take the lead agency. They do not like to do that, but they have done 
that before for boards who did not want to take that stand. We will have the 
state run as lead agency for the SEQR purpose alone. Any of those three 
options works for us. 
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Vincent Cestone- With this being a major application, I would assume that 
we would have to go through a multi part SEQR. 

Dominic Cordisco- It is a major application. The application itself is what 
SEQR would consider to be an unlisted application. SEQR has three 
different categories of action. One is a type one application which requires 
a long form. The long form, the current one is about 18 pages. There is a 
new one going into effect on April 1st, and that one is about 27 pages. It 
has a lot of questions in it that would not be applicable to this application. 

Connor Kays- 90 percent of the long forms that I have filled out are not 
applicable to this. 

Dominic Cordisco- Correct, but this application is an unlisted application, 

so you have the choice tiec~withe~!OU want the short form. 
The short form is truly s rt, 't 's e e, Even with the short form 
that would not preclude r min, r th providing a noise and 
visual information, or any other questions you might have as a addendum 
to that. The gentlemen is correct, that the primary impacts would be noise 
and visual. It is not like a cell tower, where you have a cell to at similar 
height where you have radio frequency admissions and also have to be 
evaluated to the limited extent that the Federal Government allows you to 
do that. This is primarily noise and visual. I personally question whether or 
not the applicant has provided enough information yet. 

Connor Kays- There is noise data. You have 10 copies of that. It gives you 
an idea where they ran a test in a specific area with no turbine, then they 
ran the same test with the turbine in place. It is pretty in depth, but it does 
go through the distances and the noise level (inaudible) 

Dominic Cordisco- If I may, Was this a noise test done on this property? 

Connor Kays- No, that gets very difficult, because we can go out and test 
the noise at the site, but until the turbine is installed you are not going to 
know exactly what the turbine is going to add at any given point. This is 
what we typically use (inaudible) study that we could provide that goes into 
more depth. They have tested a number of turbines, but to do an actual site 
test without installing the turbine wont do a whole lot of good. 
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Dominic Cordisco- Hold on we are getting ahead of ourselves, because 
we have 110t identified how close the neighbors are, if there are any
 
neighbors, there might not be any neighbors.
 

Paula Clair- I think that is in the material.
 

Greta Passari- (inaudible) too far from Microphone.
 

(inaudible) Multiple Conversations_
 

Robert Dee- We don't know at this point if that can be observed from those
 
homes do we?
 

Connor Kays- We don't oW~fJ\suF

Lenny Lim- Can we do ~tt'7:eIwers?A crane or a 
balloon test?
 

Dominic Cordisco- You could do a balloon test. you certainly at a
 
minimum take photographs from that vantage point along that road
 
showing into the site.
 

Lenny Lim- From all, north, east, south, and west. We could go ourselves
 

(inaudible) Multiple Conversations
 

Connor Kays- As long as there is no wind, we have to play with the
 
weather a bit. If we time it right we can do it.
 

Dominic Cordisco- It would have to be 150 feet.
 

Connor Kays- We can go north, south,east, and west as long as there are
 
roads for us to be at, and we can take pictures in each direction. Typically 
in a set up like this ( inaudible)
 

Dominic Cordisco- What you could no is tie those photos down to an arial
 
photograph like that, Where you were.
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Vincent Cestone- They would be the ones most effected. I don't know if 
any of the neighbors are here now, but one of the things this board is going 
to try and do is protect those neighbors. 

Robert Dee- You guys speak for Mr. Gleick right? 

Connor Kays- Yes 

Robert Dee- The goal olthl\ Q A,jeE!stE;ically going to save r. 
Gleick 50 percent of his ~r~M I I 
Connor Kays- That is correct. It reduces (inaudible) 

Robert Dee- Ok 

Connor Kays- Also a lot of the customers look at it as an investment,the 
return on the system over thirty years is pretty lucrative. 

Robert Dee- I understand, 1m just trying to figure out (inaudible) what the 
project is. 

Connor Kays- He is going to save 50 percent. He is taking advantage of 
the State Grants, and tax breaks that are available right now. That in a nut 
shell is what he is looking to do. 

Robert Dee- Did you also say that excess capacity is sold back to the 
utilities. 

Connor Kays- Excess capacity is not necessarily sold back to the utilities, 
but if he produces more than they use in a given month, then the utility 
company will go out and see that the meter reads less than it did a month 
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Vincent Cestone- I think that is something that this board would want to 
see. then if you could zoom out so we could see where the surrounding 
houses will be. 

(inaudible) 


